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The magneto-optical Kerr response of metallic magnetic multilayers has been studied by
determining the dielectric tensors ~dielectric functions! for individual layers, including the magnetic
and nonmagnetic interfacial layers. The diagonal components of these tensors were determined
using in situ ellipsometric analysis, where the ellipsometric data were taken in real time during
multilayer deposition. The off-diagonal components were determined by regression fitting
magneto-optic polar Kerr rotation and ellipticity data to models supported by electromagnetic
theory. The Voigt parameters ~ratio between off-diagonal and diagonal components of dielectric
tensors! were determined from these model fits. Higher magnitudes for the Voigt parameters were
found at interfaces, corresponding with stronger Kerr responses observed in those materials. Five
different magnetic multilayer systems were studied, including Pt/Co, Pd/Co, Au/Co, Cu/Co, and
Pt/Fe multilayer structures. The Voigt parameters for the magnetic layers and magnetic–
nonmagnetic interfaces in all five structures were determined, and in turn the dielectric tensors for
the respective layers were also determined. © 2000 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-8979~00!05317-2#
INTRODUCTION
Ferromagnetic-transition metal multilayer structures
have been studied as magneto-optic ~MO! media for more
than a decade.1–16 Both Co-based and Fe-based magnetic
multilayers show good blue responses which are important
for higher density magneto-optical recording.4–10 Large Kerr
responses in the blue were believed to be related to the pres-
ence of the transition metal ~especially Pt and Pd! in the
interfacial region. This can be easily observed by comparing
Kerr spectra for Co/Pt multilayers to a Kerr spectrum for a
single Co layer.7 The comparison in Ref. 7 shows that when
the Pt layer decreases below a certain thickness, the Kerr
response in the blue range is larger for the multilayers than
for a single Co layer; however, it is smaller for the multilay-
ers in the red range. Ab initio calculations have been used to
calculate the moments of both magnetic atoms and transition
metal atoms with the spin–orbit interaction included in the
calculations.11–13 Calculated results from Ref. 13 show that
induced moments for the transition metal atoms at the inter-
face are much larger than for atoms away from the interface.
The dielectric tensor was also calculated using ab initio cal-
culations, and the Kerr spectra were in turn determined from
the calculated dielectric tensor.9,13
In previous experimental work, the dielectric tensors for
magnetic multilayer structures have been measured by treat-
ing them as single layers.9,14–16 The Kerr spectra were also
simulated by treating the individual layers separately within
the framework of multilayer structures.7,17,18 In the simula-
tions in Ref. 7, spin-polarized Pt ~or Pd! layers were included
between the unpolarized Pt ~or Pd! layer and the magnetic
Co layer. Tabulated optical constants were used for the di-
agonal part of the dielectric tensor for the polarized Pt ~or
Pd! layers and the Co layers, as well as for the unpolarized Pt
~or Pd! layers. The off-diagonal part of the dielectric tensor
for the Co layers and the polarized Pt ~or Pd! layers were
simulated using results from other materials.
In our previous work, the diagonal part of the dielectric
tensor for the individual layers in Pt/Co multilayer structures
were determined by in situ spectroscopic ellipsometry ~SE!
analysis.17 The off-diagonal parts of both the Co layer and
the Co–Pt interface were determined by combining the diag-
onal results obtained from in situ SE and an ex situ magneto-
optic measurements.18,19 The results show that the magnitude
of the off-diagonal part of the dielectric tensor for the inter-
faces was significantly larger than for the magnetic layers,
leading to the conclusion that the Pt–Co interfaces have
much larger contributions to the total MO response than do
the Co layers in regions away from the interfaces.
In this work, a group of different magnetic/nonmagnetic
~Pt/Co, Pd/Co, Au/Co, Cu/Co, and Pt/Fe! multilayer struc-
tures made by direct current ~dc! magnetron sputtering were
studied for their optical and magneto-optical properties using
the same experimental analysis approach as used in our pre-
vious work. Results show that different strengths of interfa-
cial contributions were found for different combinations of
magnetic and nonmagnetic materials.
THEORY AND EXPERIMENT
The measured polar magneto-optic response of a
multilayer structure is determined by the pseudo dielectric
tensor ~the dielectric tensor when the multilayer structure is
assumed to be a bulk ‘‘substrate’’!. The pseudo-dielectric
tensor is a nonfundamental entity influenced by the thickness
of each constituent layer in the multilayer structure, as well
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as by the dielectric tensor of each layer. To understand the
measured response, one needs to know the contributions
from the different layered regions of the structure. For lay-
ered MO materials, there are off-diagonal components for
the magnetic layers as well as for the interfaces between the
magnetic and nonmagnetic layers. The dielectric tensor for
each individual layer is given by
«˜5S «˜xx «˜xy 02 «˜xy «˜xx 0
0 0 «˜xx
D . ~1!
By normalizing this dielectric tensor, we get
«˜5 «˜xxS 1 2iQ˜ 0iQ˜ 1 0
0 0 1
D , ~2!
where Q˜ 5Q11iQ2 is the Voigt parameter and «˜xx5«xx1
1i«xx2 is the isotropic dielectric function. The spectrally
dependent dielectric tensor can be determined by determin-
ing Q˜ and «˜xx as a function of wavelength.
Samples were dc sputter deposited in an Ar environment
with an Ar pressure of 10 mTorr. The base pressure of the
vacuum chamber was ;331027 Torr. During deposition,
in situ spectroscopic ellipsometry data were taken in real
time. The thicknesses of the individual layers in the
multilayer structures and the diagonal part of the dielectric
tensor «˜xx of each of the different constituent layers were
determined simultaneously by after-growth SE analysis of
the in situ data.17
The polar magneto-optic Kerr responses from these
samples were taken ex situ using a modified spectroscopic
ellipsometer.18 The measured Kerr response is a function of
the layer thickness of each individual layer in the multilayer
structures, as well as the dielectric tensor of each layer. Since
the thickness and the diagonal part of the dielectric tensor
«˜xx have already been determined by in situ SE, the Voigt
parameter Q˜ is the only variable to be determined from
model fitting Q˜ to the MO Kerr rotation and ellipticity data.
As both the «˜xx and Q˜ are determined, the dielectric tensor
FIG. 1. In situ spectroscopic ellipsometric pounds per square inch data
~amplitude of complex reflectance ratio of p- to s-polarization states! taken
during growth of ~a! Pt/Co, ~b! Au/Co, and ~c! Pd/Co multilayer structures.
The solid curves are results of regression fits. Data were taken at 44 wave-
lengths simultaneously, but only selected wavelength data ~from 415 to 764
nm, as marked! and corresponding regression fits are shown. Note in this
and some subsequent figures the experimental data and ‘‘fit’’ data are so
close together they are often indistinguishable. FIG. 2. Magneto-optic data taken from three Pt/Co multilayer structures.
Parameters for each sample, as defined in Fig. 4, are: ~a! x51.15,
y50.175, n520; ~b! x51.15, y50.55, n520; ~c! x51.15, y50.175,
n510.
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@Eq. ~1!# is obtained for each layer, including interfacial lay-
ers.
In this work, the nonmagnetic metal layers in the
multilayer systems are treated as isotropic materials ~«˜xy
equal to zero!, and the magnetic layer Co and Fe layers are
anisotropic with nonzero «˜xy . The interfacial regions be-
tween the magnetic layers and the nonmagnetic layers are
also treated as magnetic layers with nonzero «˜xy . The iso-
tropic «˜xx for the interface is simulated by an effective me-
dium approximation by combining the «˜xx data of the adja-
cent magnetic and nonmagnetic layers.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Representative in situ spectroscopic ellipsometry data,
taken on Pt/Co, Au/Co, and Pd/Co multilayer structures, are
shown in Fig. 1. The thicknesses and the diagonal part of the
dielectric tensor for each layer were determined by an after-
growth regression analysis on the in situ SE experimental
data. During the regression fits, the thicknesses of both the
magnetic and nonmagnetic layers, and the diagonal part of
the dielectric tensor ( «˜xx) are allowed to float as variables.
The regression fits stop when the mean square error ~MSE!
reaches a minimum. A fit is considered good when the re-
gression fit results in overlap between the fitted data and the
experimental data, while the corresponding MSEs are nor-
mally very small. The degree of uncertainty of each variable
is provided by 90% confidence limit calculations, as well as
the correlation matrices. Low correlation between variables
is desired, allowing parameters to be uniquely determined.
Starting values of layer thicknesses and diagonal parts of the
dielectric tensor were determined by in situ SE diagnostics
for single film depositions under identical growth situations
for the multilayer growth. These were done in the same
vacuum pump down, immediately prior to making multilay-
ers, and done using the same dc power, same Ar pressure,
and same underlayer materials ~Pt or Au!. The uncertainty in
parameter determination can be further tested by changing
the starting value of the variables within reasonable ranges
for the regression analysis. In the present work, correlation
between thickness and «˜xx of individual layers is signifi-
cantly reduced due to the sawtooth features seen in Fig. 1,
created by the optical contrast between different materials.
The sawtooth pattern is due to the repeating structures in
different growth stages, which allows multiple-sample re-
gression analysis, and reduces the uncertainty of the param-
eter fitting results. The 90% confidence limits of the fits for
different physical structures were all acceptably small, within
63% of the final values. Different starting values for the
thicknesses and «˜xx values were also used, and the final re-
sults were the same. The bilayer thicknesses for the
multilayer structures were also confirmed by x-ray diffrac-
tion measurements, and agreed with the ellipsometric results
to better than one percent. More detailed analysis of the
in situ ellipsometric diagnostic procedure for multilayer
structures was published elsewhere.17
Polar Kerr rotation data were then taken on all samples.
Data were acquired by saturating the magnetization in a posi-
tive field of 1 T at the selected wavelength, then reversing
the field and averaging the data. The next wavelength was
then selected, field reversals done, and so forth. ~Occasional
full hysteresis loop Kerr data were acquired to verify full
saturation of the magnetization.! Representative data as a
function of wavelength of light are shown for the Pt/Co and
Au/Co multilayer structures in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.
FIG. 3. Magneto-optic data taken from three Au/Co multilayer structures.
Parameters for each sample are: ~a! x51.1, y50.20, n520; ~b! x51.1,
y50.44, n510; ~c! x51.1, y50.44, n520.
FIG. 4. The general model for all fits, where layer 1 and layer 3 are inter-
faces with the thicknesses and dielectric tensor for both layers coupled dur-
ing regression. Layer 2 and layer 4 are magnetic and nonmagnetic, respec-
tively.
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Figure 4 shows the models used for regression fits for all
structures. The thickness and the diagonal part of the dielec-
tric tensor of each layer were predetermined from the in situ
SE analysis, as previously discussed. An actual ‘‘interface’’
layer was not seen in the in situ SE data, suggesting that this
interface is magnetic and not structural in nature, or if struc-
tural, too small to be seen in the in situ SE data alone. That
is, the ability to detect the interfacial magnetic interface is
dependent on the multiple sample, multiple data type ~SE
plus MO! measurements, and analysis to follow.
In order to analyze the different contributions from both
the magnetic Co rich ~or Fe rich! layers and the interfaces
between the magnetic and nonmagnetic layers, the total mag-
netic portion of each bilayer was divided into two regions: a
Co rich ~or Fe rich! magnetic region, and an interfacial re-
gion. ~Introduction of interfacial layers, taking care not to
introduce correlated parameters, is a common and successful
procedure followed in ellipsometric studies of complex
multilayer structures, and is regularly supported by indepen-
dent measurements by other techniques.20! Then, the Voigt
parameters for both the magnetic and interface regions in the
multilayer systems were determined by regression fits. Dur-
ing the regression fits, multi-sample analysis was also used
to obtain noncorrelated results for the Voigt parameters for
both the magnetic layers and interfaces. This powerful
method allows unique determination of independent Voigt
parameters, far exceeding what is possible using data from
only a single sample.20 Figures 2 and 3 show two groups of
fitting results for Pt/Co and Au/Co structures, respectively,
with three different structures in each group. The three Pt/Co
~or Au/Co! samples have different Co rich layer thicknesses
and different repeat numbers of period. During fits for each
structure, the Voigt parameters of the Co rich layers were
coupled as one variable for all three different samples, and
the interfacial Voigt parameters for all the interfaces were
also coupled. Thus, there are only two complex variables
~That is, four unknowns; two real and two imaginary! for
each group at each wavelength. There are three different sets
of spectral data from three different samples structures ~That
is, nine sets of spectral data to determine four sets of spec-
trally dependent unknowns!. As a result, the correlation be-
tween the Voigt parameter for the magnetic layers and the
interfacial layers was drastically reduced and the measure-
ments are largely independent. Thus, determination of Voigt
parameters is unique, within the limits of regression analysis.
Based on ab initio calculations that find very small mo-
ments induced on the second nearest atomic neighbor in the
Pt layer,13 a single atomic layer interface was assumed for all
FIG. 5. Regression fits for the samples in Fig. 2 without the addition of the
interfaces. The samples in ~a!–~c! correspond to the samples in Figs. 2~a!–
2~c!, respectively. The mean square errors ~MSE! for fits in this and 6 are
about five times larger than the corresponding fits in Figs. 2 and 3 where
interfaces are assumed in the model.
FIG. 6. Regression fits for the samples in Fig. 3 without the addition of the
interfaces.
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the structures in the magneto-optical model used for this re-
gression analysis. The diagonal part of the dielectric tensor
of the interfaces is represented by an effective medium ap-
proximation, as previously introduced.
The necessity of the addition of the interface layers can
be demonstrated by the poor regression fits found when only
the Voigt parameters for the magnetic layers were fit to the
same sets of data as in Figs. 2 and 3. As shown in Figs. 5 and
6, the fits are much worse than fits in Figs. 2 and 3. That is,
removal of the interface as having independent magneto-
optic properties definitively worsens the regression fits.
The same regression analysis approach was performed
on the MO Kerr data taken from Cu/Co, Pd/Co, and Pt/Fe
multilayer structures. The results of the Voigt parameters
Q1 and Q2 @real and imaginary parts of Q introduced in
Eq. ~2!# for the magnetic layers and interfacial regions for all
the structures are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. In-
deed, Voigt parameters for those interfaces are significantly
different from those for the ‘‘magnetic’’ regions.
From Eq. ~2!, the off-diagonal components in the dielec-
tric tensor can be determined by,
«˜xy5 «˜xx~ iQ12Q2! ~3!
where Q1 and Q2 are the real and imaginary parts of the
Voigt parameter. «˜xx is the complex diagonal component of
the dielectric tensor, which is the same as the diagonal part
of the dielectric tensor determined by in situ SE. The ampli-
tudes of peaks in the «˜xy spectra are related to the strength of
the spin–orbit coupling,21 and the magnitudes of Kerr rota-
tion and ellipticity are proportional to the absolute value of
«˜xy .
22 The results for «˜xy of the magnetic layers and the
interface layers for all the multilayer systems are shown in
Fig. 9. By comparison, one can see that in Pt/Co and Pt/Fe
multilayer systems, the interfaces between the magnetic and
nonmagnetic layers ~Pt–Co and Pt–Fe! have larger contribu-
tions to the MO responses than do the magnetic Co rich and
Fe rich layers. On the contrary, in the Cu/Co and Au/Co
multilayer systems, the Cu–Co and Au–Co interfaces have
smaller contributions than do the magnetic layers. Also seen
is that the Pt–Co and Pt–Fe interfaces have the largest ab-
solute values for «˜xy of all the multilayer systems. However,
FIG. 7. Results of the magneto-optic analysis: Voigt parameters ~a! Q1 and
~b! Q2 for the magnetic layers for each multilayer structure.
FIG. 8. Voigt parameters ~a! Q1 and ~b! Q2 for the interfacial layers for
each multilayer structure.
FIG. 9. Real part of the off-diagonal component «˜xy of the dielectric tensor
«˜ calculated from the Voigt parameters for different structures for ~a! inter-
faces and ~b! magnetic layers.
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«˜xy for the Fe rich layer in the Fe/Co structure is smaller than
in the Co-based structures, which leads to overall better re-
sponses from Pt/Co structures than from Pt/Fe structures.
The intrinsic figures of merit ~FOM! for all interfaces
and magnetic layers are calculated ~as discussed by Fu et al.!
using.23
FOM5
u«˜xyu
2 Im~ «˜xx!
. ~4!
Results are shown in Fig. 10. We also see that the highest
FOMs at short wavelengths are from the Pt–Co and Pt–Fe
interfaces.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a group of different magnetic/nonmagnetic
~Pt/Co, Pd/Co, Au/Co, Cu/Co, and Pt/Fe! multilayer struc-
tures made by dc magnetron sputtering were studied for their
optical and magneto-optical properties. The combination of
in situ SE and ex situ multi-sample ellipsometric analysis is a
powerful method to determine MO dielectric properties for
multilayer magnetic structures, and was used to determine
the optical parameters of these multilayers.
Results show that different strengths of interfacial con-
tributions were found for different combinations of magnetic
and nonmagnetic materials. The off-diagonal «˜xy of the di-
electric tensor is larger for Pt–Fe and Pt–Co interfaces, and
smaller for Au–Co and Cu–Co interfaces. This regression
analysis of experimental data with respect to a model that
includes an interface does not of course prove, rather it
strongly suggests the presence of interfaces.
The intrinsic magneto-optic figures of merit for Pt–Fe
and Pt–Co are much larger than those for Au–Co and Cu–
Co. The largest figure of merit is for the Pt–Co system, and
remains generally high throughout the spectral range. That
is, there is seen to be little significant enhancement at shorter
wavelengths, even in the Pt–Co system. This may occur be-
cause the figure of merit depends on a combination of both
the magnetic ~MO! response and the optical response. This
could, for example, be manifested in a large Kerr rotation but
low reflectance.
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